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We consider Grand Unified Theories based on SO(10) which originate from string/M theory on
G2 manifolds or Calabi-Yau spaces with discrete symmetries. In this framework we are naturally
led to a novel solution of the doublet-triplet splitting problem previously considered by Dvali which
involves an extra vector-like Standard Model family and light, but weakly coupled colour triplets.
These additional states are predicted to be accessible at the LHC and also induce R-parity violation.
Gauge coupling unification occurs with a larger GUT coupling.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The hierarchy or naturalness problem which is the
question, what physics stabilises the electroweak scale of
the Standard Model (SM) to be so low (O(100 GeV))?,
has become even sharper after run I of the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). A remarkably Standard Modellike Higgs boson was discovered with a mass around 125
GeV, with no evidence for new physics beyond the Standard Model [1–3]. Supersymmetry in principle solves this
problem, but the limits from run I of the LHC can be of
order a few TeV for the superparticle masses [4–6], whilst
naturalness arguments suggest that such particles would
have been seen by now.
Since many of the results and limits from LHC searches
have been in the context of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) or very special, simple, subsets of the MSSM parameter space, one could ask: what
limits would we obtain in more general supersymmetric
models? However, since there are literally infinite choices
to be made in constructing such models, we might first
ask, what reasonable guides do we have to go beyond the
MSSM?
Results over the past decade or so have shown that the
simple combination of supersymmetry breaking moduli
stabilisation and string/M theory can in fact be a very
useful guide to constructing models [7–11]. Namely, the
progress in understanding supersymmetry breaking and
moduli stabilisation in string/M theory has been shown
to lead to effective models with distinctive features and
very few parameters.
One is thus led to consider supersymmetric grand unified theories (GUTs) based on simple groups, such as
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SU (5) which explain the fermion quantum numbers and
unify the three Standard Model forces, in the string/M
theory context. In doing so, however, we have to face
the basic problem of GUTs – the Higgs doublet-triplet
splitting problem: the Standard Model Higgs doublet is
unified into a GUT multiplet containing colour triplets
which can mediate proton decay too quickly. In many
models, including those originating in string/M theory,
this problem is often solved by making the colour-triplets
very massive [12–14], something often achieved with a
discrete symmetry whose effective action on the triplets
is different from that on the doublets.
The main purpose of this Letter is to extend the scope
of the M theory approach from the previously considered
SU (5)/MSSM case arising from M theory on G2 manifolds [8, 15] to SO(10), where an entire fermion family
Q, uc , dc , L, ec, N , including a charge conjugated righthanded neutrino N , is unified within a single 16 representation denoted 16m . In particular we focus on the Higgs
doublet-triplet splitting problem, whose solution turns
out to be necessarily quite different in the SO(10) case,
leading to distinct phenomenological constraints and predictions. In the remainder of this Letter, we first review
some basic ideas and results from M theory, followed
by their application in the SU (5)/MSSM context, before
embarking on a discussion of the new SO(10) case.
M theory on a manifold of G2 holonomy [16] leads
elegantly to four dimensional models with supersymmetry. In such models, both Yang-Mills fields and chiral
fermions arise from very particular kinds of singularities
in the extra dimensions [17, 18]. Yang-Mills fields are
localised along three-dimensional subspaces of the seven
extra dimensions along which there is an orbifold singularity. Chiral fermions, which couple to these Yang-Mills
fields, arise from additional localised points at which
there is a conical singularity. Therefore, different GUT
multiplets are localised at different points in the extra
dimensions. The GUT gauge group can be broken to
SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) (possibly with additional U (1)
factors) by Wilson lines on the three-dimensional subspace supporting the gauge fields. Compact manifolds of
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G2 holonomy – being Ricci flat and having a finite fundamental group – can not have continuous symmetries, but
could have discrete symmetries. If present, such symmetries play a very important role in the physics. In particular, for the SU (5) case, Witten showed that such symmetries can solve the doublet-triplet splitting problem[15].
II.

SU (5)

In Witten’s M theory approach to SU (5), the combination of the discrete symmetry, the Wilson lines and
the fact that GUT multiplets are localised at points, allows one to prevent the MSSM Higgs doublets, Hu and
Hd , from having a mass (the µ-term) whilst the colour
triplets D and D could have large masses. For simplicity
we assume that the symmetry is ZN . We use the followw
ing notation: 5 is the multiplet containing Hd and D
and is localised along the Wilson line (which is a circle
in the extra dimensions); 5h is the multiplet containing
m
Hu ; 5 and 10m are the matter multiplets. Then the
transformation rules for these multiplets under ZN are:


w
w
5 → η ω η δ Hdw ⊕ η γ D ,
5h → η χ 5h ,
m

τ

(1)

m

5 →η 5 ,
10m → η σ 10m ,
where η ≡ e2πi/N , 2δ + 3γ = 0 mod N . By requiring that Yukawa couplings, Majorana neutrino masses,
and colour-triplet masses must be present, we obtain constraints on the charges as can be seen in Table I where
we chose ω = 0.

Constraint
2σ + χ = 0 mod N
σ + τ + δ = 0 mod N
2χ + 2τ = 0 mod N
χ + γ = 0 mod N

One can solve these by writing all angles in terms of,
say, σ
χ = −γ = −2σ mod N,
δ = −3σ + N/2 mod N,
τ = 2σ + N/2 mod N,

à la Giudice-Masiero [20], where s generically denotes a
modulus field of the appropriate charge and mpl is the
Planck scale. Note that such terms are forbidden in the
superpotential due to holomorphy and the axion shift
symmetries. From [7–9, 19] we know that the moduli
vevs are approximately hsi ∼ 0.1mpl , hFs i ∼ m1/2 mpl
and from the standard supergravity Lagrangian [21] we
get an effective µ-term:
µ = hm3/2 KHu Hd − F k KHu Hd k i,

(4)

which leads to
µ∼

hsi
hFs i
m3/2 +
.
mpl
mpl

(5)

Since gaugino masses are suppressed [7–9, 19], the F term vev is subleading and we get

TABLE I. Couplings and charges for SU (5) operators.
Coupling
Huh 10m 10m
m
Hdw 10m 5
w w m m
Hu Hu 5 5
w
D Dh

the moduli fields are naturally charged under it. Moduli stabilisation for G2 -manifolds was considered in [19],
and it was shown that (asymptotically free) gauge interactions in the hidden sector can generate a moduli
potential capable of spontaneously breaking supersymmetry at a hierarchically small scale which stabilises all
the moduli. A key point behind the success of this mechanism and which plays a crucial role in the following,
is that, in M theory compactifications on G2 -manifolds
without fluxes, all of the moduli fields si reside in chiral
superfields which contain axions. The shift symmetries
enjoyed by these axions, combined with holomorphy, prevent terms in the superpotential which are polynomial in
the moduli [18].
Generically the vacua of the potential will spontaneously break the ZN symmetry. This then generates
an effective µ term from, e.g. Kähler potential operators
of the form
s
K⊃
Hu Hd + h.c.,
(3)
mpl

(2)

which automatically forbids the µ-term and dimension
four and five proton decay operators.
The discrete symmetry forces µ = 0, however phenomenologically, µ ≥ O(100) GeV from direct limits on
the masses of charged Higgsinos from colliders. The symmetry must therefore be broken. Since the discrete symmetry is a geometric symmetry of the extra dimensions,

µ ∼ 0.1m3/2 ∼ O(T eV ) .
III.

(6)

SO(10)

Following this recap, we now turn to our M theory approach to SO(10), where a novel solution to the doublettriplet splitting problem seems to be required. Since the
Wilson line is in the adjoint representation, it can break
SO(10) to SU (3)×SU (2)×U (1)Y ×U (1) and the Wilson
line itself is a combination of U (1)Y and the additional
U (1). If we consider a fundamental of SO(10) localised
along a Wilson line, then its transformation properties
under the ZN symmetry are in analogy to Eq. (1),


w
10w → η ω η −α Hdw ⊕ η β D ⊕ η α Huw ⊕ η −β Dw . (7)
In minimal SO(10) the µ-term arises from a term in the
superpotential of the form


w
(8)
W ⊃ µ10w 10w = µ Huw Hdw + Dw D ,
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The discrete symmetry will forbid this term in a general model. As in the SU (5) case, once the symmetry
is broken by moduli vevs, the term will be generated in
the Kähler potential via the Giudice-Masiero mechanism.
This will give a µ-term at the TeV scale, which, in SO(10)
also generates a similar mass for the triplet D.
In Appendix A we consider the effect of adding additional 10 multiplets and show that this does not help.
Henceforth we shall only consider a single light 10w ,
without any extra 10 multiplets at low energies.
Assuming a single light 10w , it is possible to use the
discrete symmetry to forbid certain couplings, namely
w
to decouple Dw and D from matter. Such couplings
arise from the operator 10w 16m 16m , with 16m denoting
the three SO(10) multiplets, each containing a SM family plus right handed neutrino N . If 16m transforms as
η κ 16m , the couplings and charge constraints are in Table
II, where we allow for up-type quark Yukawa couplings
together with couplings to the right-handed neutrinos,
m
ij w
c
yuij Huw 16m
i 16j ≡ yu Hu (Qi uj + Li Nj + i ↔ j),

TABLE II. Couplings and charges for SO(10) operators.
Constraint
2κ + α + ω = 0 mod
2κ − α + ω = 0 mod
2κ − β + ω 6= 0 mod
2κ + β + ω 6= 0 mod

N
N
N
N

The suppression of colour triplet couplings to matter
was previously considered by Dvali in [22] and also [23–
25] from a bottom-up perspective.
Next we consider the breaking of the discrete symmetry via the moduli vevs as discussed above, leading to
proton decay. For proton decay, the relevant operators
can be generated in the Kähler potential, schematically,
writing D = Dw ,
K⊃

s
DQQ
m2pl

+

+

s
Dec uc
m2pl

s
Ddc uc
m2pl

+

+

s
DN dc
m2pl

s
DQL.
m2pl

+
(10)

Just like the µ-term, the effective superpotential may be
calculated from supergravity to be
Wef f ⊃ λDQQ + λDec uc + λDN dc +
+ λDdc uc + λDQL,

(11)


1
hsim3/2 + hFs i ∼ 10−14 .
2
mpl

(12)

where
λ≈

2

λ2 m5p
Γp ≈
.
16π 2 m4D

(13)

Generically, the mass of the colour triplets is of the same
order as µ, i.e., mD ∼ 103 GeV, so the proton lifetime is
38
τp = Γ−1
yrs,
p ∼ 10

(14)

which exceeds the current experimental limit.
Now consider the D triplet decay rate:
ΓD ∼ λ2 mD ∼ (0.1 sec)−1 .

(15)

The associated lifetime of 0.1 sec is (just) short enough
to be consistent with BBN constraint. They will also
give interesting collider signatures due to their long-lived
nature.

(9)

and similarly for down-type quarks and charged leptons.
Explicit examples realising these conditions will be
given later.

Coupling
Huw 16m 16m
Hdw 16m 16m
Dw 16m 16m
w
D 16m 16m

to fast proton decay. We estimate the scalar triplet induced proton decay rate to be

Notice that unlike the case of SU(5), there is no SO(10)
invariant bilinear term κLHu whose presence would lead

A.

Vector-like Family

Gauge coupling unification is in general spoiled by light
colour triplets, unless they are also accompanied by additional light doublet states. In the present framework, the
only way we know of to circumvent this issue is the presence of light additional states which complete the triplets
into complete GUT multiplets. Happily, this can also be
achieved by use of the discrete symmetry. First we introduce a vector-like pair of 16’s, labelled as 16X + 16X .
Next a GUT-scale mass is given to their colour triplet
components dcX , dc X whilst keeping the remaining particles light. Suitable charges under the discrete symmetry
can forbid the appropriate mass terms and the large mass
can arise from membrane instantons if the 16X and 16X
are close by on the G2 manifold [12].
We take 16X to be localised along a Wilson line, and
find that it transforms under the discrete symmetry as
16X →η x η −3γ L ⊕ η 3γ+δ ec ⊕ η 3γ−δ N ⊕ η −γ−δ uc ⊕

⊕ η −γ+δ dc ⊕ η γ Q .
(16)

Assuming 16X transforms without Wilson line phases,
16X → η x 16X , the condition for the mass term is
dc X dcX : x − γ + δ + x = 0

mod N,

(17)

whilst forbidding all the other self couplings that would
arise from 16X 16X .
w
The light Dw and D from the original 10w then “complete” the 16X + 16X pair, since they have the same
SM quantum numbers as the missing dcX , dc X . The light
states in the 16X and 16X also obtain masses via the
Kähler potential of order a TeV via the Giudice-Masiero
mechanism. Gauge unification is clearly restored, albeit
with a larger gauge coupling at the GUT scale due to the
extra low energy matter content (relative to the MSSM).
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Effective µ-terms induced by moduli vevs of the form
µ16m 16X are then generated and one might be concerned about too much mixing with quarks and leptons.
However, one finds that all the light components of the
extra matter decouple from ordinary matter, with mixings supressed by terms of order (12). For example, consider the up-type quark sector. The superpotential contribution to the mass matrix is, schematically, UL ·Mu ·UR
T
T
,
, with UL = ui uX uc X , UR = (uc )i uX ucX
and
 ij

yu hHu i µiXQ
0
µXXQ 0 
Mu =  0
(18)
µjXu
0
µXu
Here µiXQ , µjXu , µXXQ , µXu are moduli induced µ-type
parameters of O(TeV) while the vanishing entries are
non-zero only to first order in moduli-induced trilinear
interactions that are vanishingly small, O(10−14 ). We
have found numerically that flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) are highly suppressed by this structure.
This can be understood analytically in the approximation that the electroweak masses can be ignored, since
yu hHu i/µ ∼ O(0.1). In this approximation, the third
lightest u-quark will be given by the two component Weyl
quarks
1
t = u′3 ≃ p 3
((µXXQ )u3 − (µ3X )uX ),
(µX )2 + (µXXQ )2
(19)
1
((µXu (uc )3 − (µ3Xu )ucX ),
tc = (uc3 )′ ≃ p 3
2
2
(µXu ) + (µXu )
(20)
and as a result the light up-quark, which we denote t,
does not result in a mixing including uc X . This is important, since uc X in UL couples to Z differently, only
through the electromagnetic contribution to the neutral
current and not via the J3µ contribution. Consequently,
FCNCs will be naturally suppressed and the CKM matrix
should have only small deviations from unitarity. Furthermore we note that the resulting matter states couple
to the Higgses and Z as in the MSSM.
B.

See-saw Mechanism

Introducing the 16X and 16X will play a crucial role
in breaking the extra U (1) subgroup of SO(10) and generating right-handed neutrino masses. We assume that a
mechanism similar to the one proposed by Kolda-Martin
[26] is in effect, such that the right-handed neutrino components acquire a non-trivial high-scale vev along the Dflat direction, hNX i = hN X i = vX , which in turn breaks
the rank. However the scale vX is constrained, as discussed below.
Presence of the 16X and 16X with vevs in their righthanded neutrino components gives us the possibility of

having a see-saw mechanism for light physical neutrino
masses. Such a mechanism is welcome since representations larger than the 45 are absent in M theory [17]. In
the present framework, a Majorana mass term for the
right handed neutrino in 16m is generated by letting the
discrete symmetry to allow the Planck suppressed operator m1pl 16X 16X 16m 16m . This requires charges to satisfy
2x + 2κ = 0 mod N , and leads to the Majorana mass
2
M ∼ vmXpl .
Due to the nature of SO(10), the neutrinos will have
the same Yukawa coupling as the up-type quarks yuij , as
in Eq. (9), leading to their Dirac masses being the same
as the up-quark masses. For the case of the top quark
mass we would need M ∼ 1014 GeV in order to give a
realistic neutrino mass. Such a high value can only be
achieved by the above see-saw mechanism if vX & 1016
GeV.
The magnitude of vX is also constrained by R-parity
violating (RPV) dynamically generated operators, due
to moduli and NX , N X vevs, arising from the Kähler
interactions
s
s
KRP V ⊃ 3 16X 16m 16m 16m + 2 10w 16X 16m .
mpl
mpl
(21)
Since s and NX acquire vevs, these operators generate
the effective superpotential terms (otherwise forbidden
by the discrete symmetry),
vX
vX c c c
vX
LLec + λ
LQdc + λ
u d d +
mpl
mpl
mpl
+λvX LHu ,
(22)

ef f
WRP
V ⊃λ

with λ ∼ O(10−14 ). One can absorb the last term into
µHd Hu by a small rotation O(vX /mpl ) in (Hd , L) space,
ef f
WRP
V ⊃ ye

vX
vX
vX c c c
LLec +yd
LQdc +λ
u d d , (23)
mpl
mpl
mpl

where the first two terms originate from the Yukawa couplings ye Hd Lec , etc., and we have dropped the O(λ) contributions to these terms since now the Yukawa rotated
contributions are much larger.
We emphasise that there exist explicit solutions to the
constraints on all of the charges and couplings that we
have discussed. These are Table II, Eq. (17), the Majorana mass term, suppressing the RPV operators and
cross-terms between the visible matter, 16X and 16X necessary for Eq. (18). An example is given by
(N, ω, α, β, κ, x, γ, δ, x) = (16, 4, 0, 1, 6, 2, 1, 13, 2). (24)
which is also anomaly free, as can be checked by explicit
calculations [27].
The last term in Eq. (22) is the bilinear RPV operator
which is contained as it contributes to neutrino masses
[28, 29]. The constraint is λvX . O(1 GeV), which leads
to the upper bound vX . 1014 GeV in contradiction
with the see-saw requirement vX ∼ 1016 GeV assumed
in the above estimates. However, there is a natural way
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within this framework to further suppress the bilinear
RPV terms. This happens when the charges of the moduli fields under the discrete symmetry are such that the
leading order terms in K, which are linear in the moduli i.e. ms2 vX LHu , are forbidden by the symmetry, with
pl

the leading term arising at higher order in the moduli.
If the leading term arises at cubic order or higher, (e.g.
3
K ∼ ms 4 vX LHu then the suppression will be sufficient.
pl

Furthermore, some moduli may have smaller vevs than
others in a detailed model, leading to additional suppression.
The RPV terms in Eq. (23) induce the lightest supersymetric particle (LSP) decay. We can estimate its
lifetime as [30]:
τLSP ≃

10−13 sec 
2

(vX /mpl )

m0  4
10 TeV



100 GeV
mLSP

5

.

(25)

Since, as discussed above, vX /mpl ∼ 10−2 , one finds
τLSP ∼ 10−9 sec. This value is compatible with current
bounds τLSP . 1 sec [31], from BBN. Clearly the LSP is
not a good DM candidate. However, M theory usually
provides axion dark matter candidates [32, 33]

IV.

CONCLUSION

We have discussed the origin of an SO(10) SUSY GUT
from M theory on a G2 manifold. We were naturally led
to a novel solution of the doublet-triplet splitting problem involving an extra 16X + 16X vector-like pair where
discrete symmetries of the extra dimensions were used
to prevent proton decay by suppressing the Yukawa couplings of colour triplets. Such models maintain gauge
coupling unification but with a larger GUT coupling than
predicted by the MSSM. We argue that these extra multiplets, also required to break the additional U (1) gauge
symmetry, inevitably lead to R-parity violating operators
. Even though the moduli potential generically breaks
the discrete symmetry, we have seen that one naturally
satisfies the constraints from the proton lifetime and decays affecting BBN. We also have found a consistent scenario for neutrino masses arising from the high scale seesaw mechanism, with sufficiently suppressed RPV contributions. We emphasise the main prediction of this approach, namely light states with the quantum numbers
of a 16X +16X vector-like pair which might be accessible
in future LHC searches.
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Appendix A

In this Appendix we consider the effect of adding additional 10 multiplets and show that this does not change
the argument presented in the main text for one 10 multiplet. With additional 10 multiplets, one can forbid
some couplings between the different members of the various 10 multiplets, but one can see that there will typically be more than one pair of light Higgs doublets which
tend to destroy gauge coupling unification. Consider one
additional 10, denoted 10h without Wilson line phases:
10h → η ξ 10h . We have eight possible gauge invariant
couplings with a 10w and 10h that can be written in
matrix form as
T

W ⊃ HTd · µH · Hu + D · MD · D,

(A1)

where µH and MD are two 2 × 
2 superpotential
mass

T
T
w
h
parameters matrices, Hu,d = Hu,d , Hu,d , D =
 w h
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(A2)
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Dw D : −β + ω + ξ,
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Dh D : β + ω + ξ.
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of constraints in Eq. (A2) that accomplishes this.
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